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            Join the Movement
Digital is everywhere, and so are the opportunites. Find out more about Nova Scotia's digital success story and get involved. 
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            Find & connect with us
Whether you're on campus or still learning from home, we're still here to help you! Learn how to find us.
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            Careers
We’re looking for the kind of people who aren’t just looking for a career—they’re looking for purpose. 

Join our team
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        Where Ideas Meet Impact: Dal researcher investigates the dangers of our digital exhaust

            Internet-enabled devices listen to our every word and keystroke, but the data they collect and where it goes is not well understood. Dalhousie computer scientist Dr. Nur Zincir-Heywood is getting a handle on the risks in a corporate partnership with engineering firm Calian.

        
            Read More...

            Internet-enabled devices listen to our every word and keystroke, but the data they collect and where it goes is not well understood. Dalhousie computer scientist Dr. Nur Zincir-Heywood is getting a handle on the risks in a corporate partnership with engineering firm Calian.
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        Dal builds momentum in Nova Scotia’s growing ocean‑tech sector with new role

            A new position created by Dal's Faculty of Computer Science aims to build on the shared ambitions of Nova Scotia's ocean-tech players.

        
            Read More...

            A new position created by Dal's Faculty of Computer Science aims to build on the shared ambitions of Nova Scotia's ocean-tech players.
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        Grad profile: Shaping her path

            Yara Ahmed always knew computer science was right for her, but Dal's Applied Computer Science program provided more opportunities than she ever expected.

        
            Read More...

            Yara Ahmed always knew computer science was right for her, but Dal's Applied Computer Science program provided more opportunities than she ever expected.
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        The power of technology: A Dal‑created app is in the works to provide mental health support

            A new digital app created in a Dal lab uses a mixture of artificial intelligence and machine-learning techniques to translate journal entries and contextual data into personalized, evidence-based recommendations.

        
            Read More...

            A new digital app created in a Dal lab uses a mixture of artificial intelligence and machine-learning techniques to translate journal entries and contextual data into personalized, evidence-based recommendations.
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        A magnet for top research talent: Dalhousie’s new University Research Chair program

            Meet Dalhousie's inaugural University Research Chairs.

        
            Read More...

            Meet Dalhousie's inaugural University Research Chairs.
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        Dal's AI lead aims to spark conversation and connection on our rapidly evolving information future

            Dal's new institutional lead for AI strategy may be a computer scientist by trade, but the conversations he's facilitating are much more about people — and how the Dal community can work through the opportunities and challenges of a fast-moving frontier of digital disruption.

        
            Read More...

            Dal's new institutional lead for AI strategy may be a computer scientist by trade, but the conversations he's facilitating are much more about people — and how the Dal community can work through the opportunities and challenges of a fast-moving frontier of digital disruption.

        

    






    










        
            
                
    
                Teaching and Learning
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            We're committed to promoting excellence in teaching in every stage of academics. We have flexible and multi-disciplinary computer science undergraduate and graduate program options that allow students to combine their studies in unique ways that meet their academic and personal interests, as well as future career goals.











        


        
            
                
    
                Faculty and Research
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            Our award-winning professors work in five major areas of research, cutting across many industries and encompassing nearly all human endeavors. We are also home to two high-profile initiatives - Institute for Big Data Analytics and DeepSense - as well as our own innovation playground, ShiftKey Labs.
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            Beyond the books: This year's Dalhousie Impact Awards winners lead with purpose
        

        
            

        The Dalhousie community gathered last week for the 13th annual Impact Awards, celebrating the efforts and achievements Dal students and student groups make outside of the classroom.
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            Where experience meets impact: Introducing Dalhousie’s 2023 Top Co‑op Students of the Year
        

        
            

        When it comes to work-integrated learning, Dalhousie students are not afraid to give it their all for the benefit of their employer organizations. Meet the six who emerged as winners in this year's celebration of top co-op talent.
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            Alicia Wong: Empowering Women in Tech through Mentorship
        

        
            

        In the ever-evolving tech scene, Alicia Wong stands out as a trailblazer and advocate for diversity. A 2020 Bachelor of Computer Science alumna from Dalhousie University, Alicia has seamlessly blended her passion for technology with a commitment to fostering inclusivity.
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            On International Women’s Day, an opportunity to reflect on the state of gender equity in academia
        

        
            

        International Women’s Day is a moment to celebrate the achievement of women, but also an opportunity for organizations to look at how they support and elevate the careers of women. Three members of Dalhousie's Women in Research Caucus share their experiences.
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            Dal's 2024 OpenThinkers forge new frontiers in research
        

        
            

        Dal’s OpenThink initiative officially returns for its fifth year starting this week with 16 ambitious PhD students from across the university ready to share their leading-edge ideas and research with the community.
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